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IT'S ALL IN 
THIS ISSUE 

THE INTERNET PHONE 
Uh oh. Imagine how very pleased 
Telstra and Optus must be to see 
this... FREE international phone 
calls via your home computer! 
Tom Sundstrom reports... 

BUYING SECOND HAND 
You're getting into amateur 
radio. Okay, but you're on a 
budget and want to be sensible. 
So what do you get? Read this 
to find out what not to get... 

CYCLE 22 UPDATE... 
Are you in a good mood? Good. 
Then don't look here! Here's the 
news we didn't need: Cycle 22 is 
right at rock bottom! Oh well, at 
least it can't get any worse... (?) 

YAESU FT-8500 REVIEW 
A fantastic idea which doesn't 
quite work. That's how Chris 
sums up the new FT-8500. Wky 
are all the controls on the mic? 

HAMLOG... FOR CB 
Hamlog was introduced for the 
amateur wanting a computer-based 
log. Now it's available for CBers 
as well. Jack Haden reports... 
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FREE GIVE-AWAYS!! 
Here we go! Another chance to 
win a pile of our great prizes! 

RADIO AT THE OLYMPICS 
One of the biggest sporting events 
of all time meant one of the biggest 
radio events of all time. And Bob 
Bell was there, listening... 

KLINGENFUSS REVIEW 
A radical new antenna? A classy 
European receiver, perhaps? 
Nope. Klingenfuss is a CD-based 
frequency database for PC. Neil 
Duncan checked it out... 

ICOM IC-681 REVIEW 
Now here's something special. 
The Icom IC-681 is a six metre FM 
transceiver with all of the tricks 
you'd find on a top-spec 2M or 
70cm rig, but cheaper! 

BUILD A ROTATOR! 
You've heard of the Arm Strong 
Rotator? Great... now build one!! 

HASHI-TONE BATTERY 
Silly name, but what a great idea! 
Get a versatile 6.5AH battery pack 
for less than a factory NiCd pack. 

CB IN TASMANIA 
Our southern cousins like CB, or 
so we're told by correspondent 
Graeme Wilkins. Here's where 
they hang out, and what they do. 


